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1 MILLION
FIRECRACKERS
SET OFF
AT THE SAME
TIME

That pollution
So much pollution
pollution

Just waste of time and it
cause pollution
Don't harm the environment
and don't waste your money

People talk about pollution... air pollution
come to my bedroom when
I have hangover and I'll fart It's air pollution
you the real pollution.
Unlike for pollution
We can die because of
I wish that one day our
that pollution.
earth will become a better
only these types of person place for our lives.
makes the air pollutant
this is why the called
''smoking kills''
So bad Pollution on Earth
Say goodbye to the
ozone layer
Instead of making this
useless sparks, should
have planted trees to fight
against Global Warming
Polution but super baad of
smoke dust partikles
Very air pollution is there

How much air pollution
Only uneducated
can do this..
And now we know why the
air is bad there
Me after Taco Bell
well... some people know
how to burn money

the smell must
Pollution causes more than
have been great
million death worldwide
They r polluting very nicl.y
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And this air pollution can kill
more than 50 birds in sky
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Awesome

shame

Epic

blast

Pollution level is above 9000 This is one of those 'Well it
looked like a great idea on
Mad people this pollution
paper' moments.
take the life of 400 people
waste money

Machine gun their ass

No wonder they have
pollution problems

Chinese lunar new year
exploding!!! and that's
pollution!!!!!

Superb.. Only your type
of people can do this type
of pollution

Feel bad for whoever has
to clean that up

People, with the air pollution comments already. Give it a rest! One Diesel engine running all
out, bellowing out black
hydrocarbons is 100 times
worse than this. This is the
same amount of smoke
from 3 lighting strikes burning down trees.The people complaining about cleaning it up has a more valid
concern than you do.
Look at pollution guise
air pollution this is not fear
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So they wanted to burn
down their town?
this guys should get a
medal for such a nature
friendly experiment
Look what you have done!!!

These assholes creating
Ozone Holes
air and sound pollution

Awesome
I bet the health and safety
brigade would have
a heart attack

That's just not the right
Arrest them!
place to burn this much of
crackers surroundings could
I kinda see fireworks like
have easily caught fire.
hamburgers. Not really
healthy, but unless we're
That fire was huge...that
doing it every single day,
could be a huge accident
it's not too big an issue.
because of the wires up
there...do these type of
things in open Field guys
Don't kill our mother nature.
Superb

awesome

Hypocrites talking about
pollution; that’s the way to
do things

Ediots

Sounds like heavy rain.
A fine vape

Whoever has done this has
contributed in disseminating pollution
Great unique

The world is soon going
to be end

excellent fire works

Causing global warming

i love pollution

Only pollution

Wow... These guys know
how to celebrate !

it seems so small for
a million

Every country should
ban manufacturing fire
crackers or should impose
some strict rules and limits.

Now we need volunteers
to clean up!

They dont have brain do
much pollution

Amazing! Amazing!
Amazing!
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West of money .........

Bravo!

It cause pollution

Very very very beautiful

supar

Ear rape

what a nonsense man.
he does not know how
much noise and air pollution occurs.

volcanoes give more pollution than this and
nobody care tf

i don't think it is a proper
place for this experiment
you should have to do it on
open place or in any playground if it catch the fire
through electric wire and
then ? you know the result
what will happen
palution
Psycho
Idiots, fire under power lines!
RIP Ozone Layer
This was to be done!
Awesome
Just listen to a jet engine,
they both sound the same
Money waste n pollution..
But excited for eyes
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New festival pollution he
pollution
That sound is the sound
of the lion dance
That's dumb, should have
stretched it for miles..lame..
Only Pollution
Only Pollution
Lovely
... wow ...

